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A manifesto on what it takes to be a true professional in the modern world. By common
definition, a professional is anyone who possesses the skills and knowledge necessary for a
career-whether as a surgeon, a software engineer, or a plumber. But according to Subroto
Bagchi, our increasingly global marketplace demands more. In a world where the foolish, selfish,
and unethical decisions of a few have affected the lives of millions, The Professional urges
readers to act responsibly and reexamine "business as usual".By exploring a variety of
professional dilemmas across many industries, Bagchi defines the qualities of true professionals
and the attributes that separate them from the merely competent. These include:*Suffer no false
attractions: It's always tempting to take the path of least resistance, but true professionals can
separate the genuine from the phony. *Know when to say no: True professionals are not afraid to
say no to things that are not worth their time, their energy, or their creativity. *Take the long view:
True professionals understand that every action, decision, and relationship, no matter how small,
can have a lasting impact.

About the AuthorSubroto Bagchi is Vice Chairman and Co-founder of MindTree Ltd., a global
information technology and research and development consulting company. His work involves
co-innovating with MindTree's customers, tending the top 100 minds in the organization and
serving its fifty communities of practice. He is also Chairman of MindTree's Innovation Council
and writes a column for Forbes India in which he interviews successful entrepreneurs. --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.
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Manoj Abraham, “Lots of practical advice on various situations one encounters as a
professional. The authors uses various examples to illustrate what it takes to be a
professionalIntegrityKeeping your commitmentsBeing a rainmakerThe dangers of group
thinkMultiple intelligences”

Mary Liddell, “Down to earth in work and professional life.... Simply down to earth, gained so
much from reading Mr.Bagchi's book and got to know that part of the world. Gratefully
Appreciated...looking forward to more of your writings...”

ceres, “Tidy parables make for decent light reading. Concepts of professionalism which we all
know but may sometimes have trouble articulating are neatly embodied by the stories the author
has gathered from his own experience.The chapters of this book are broken into short 3-5 page
stories that Bagchi uses to illustrate aspects of professionalism. I've enjoyed reading one or two
at a time, taking them as food for thought and inspiration for striving to improve. One of the
things I've noticed in the upper echelons of grad school is that tunnel vision and burn-out are
pretty common, so it's always a pleasure to find a book that has the potential to rekindle
enthusiasm for sticking to deadlines and putting full effort into work every day.It's not really a
groundbreaking boook, as advice like this circulates all the time, but it does a nice job of framing
it for the present and lending some perspective to what underlies standards of professionalism.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good quality. Good quality write up. Bagchi writes with exclusive
experience on his start up Mindtree....”

Harpreet kaur, “Not good service by Amazon. It is very bad. I want to give this book as gift to my
all students. And it does not allow me to shop 30 books !Really !! What's the harm if a customer
wants to buy more !!”

ashu, “A book worth to read who are starting in their .... A book worth to read who are starting in
their careers & also for those who want to improve in their careers”

Subbu, “Good. Fabulous”

Rubu M., “Nice Book for weekend reading. Very nicely written”

The book by Subroto Bagchi has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 113 people have provided feedback.
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